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SUMMARY: Multicolor karyotyping procedures, such as multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH), spectral
karyotyping, or color-changing karyotyping, can be used to detect chromosomal rearrangements and marker chromosomes in
prenatal diagnosis, peripheral blood cultures, leukemia, and solid tumors, especially in cases where G-banding is not sufficient.
A regular M-FISH analysis requires relatively large amounts of labeled DNA (microgram quantities), is not informative in interphase
nuclei, hybridization can take up to 2 to 3 days, and unlabeled human chromosome-painting probes are not available
commercially. Unique probes (plasmids, PAC), specific for centromeric or subtelomeric chromosomal regions, can replace the
painting probes in M-FISH to address specific issues, such as the identification of marker chromosomes and aneuploidies. A set
of plasmid probes carrying repetitive sequences specific for the a-satellite region of all human chromosomes were combined in
a metaphase assay and an interphase assay, allowing identification of aneuploidies in one hybridization step, on a single
cytogenetic slide. The fluorophore-dUTP and the labeled antibodies required to label and detect the DNA probes can be prepared
in any laboratory. All DNA probes can be easily isolated and labeled using common molecular cytogenetic procedures. Because
of the repetitive nature of the probes, hybridization time is short, usually less than 1 hour, and the analysis can be performed with
nonspecialized image-processing software. (Lab Invest 2001, 81:475–481).

S everal multicolor karyotyping procedures, such as
multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-

FISH), spectral karyotyping, or color-changing karyo-
typing (Henegariu et al, 1999; Schrock et al, 1996;
Speicher et al, 1996) were introduced in the past
several years and successfully used to identify com-
plex structural and numerical chromosome aberra-
tions. These techniques were applied in prenatal di-
agnosis (Uhrig et al, 1999), peripheral blood cultures,
leukemia, and solid tumors (Haddad et al, 1998;
Huang et al, 1998), especially in cases where
G-banding was not sufficient to identify the chromo-
some of origin. Any multicolor karyotyping procedure
requires relatively large amounts of labeled
chromosome-painting probe DNA (microgram quanti-
ties), works only on metaphase chromosomes, takes
up to 2 to 3 days to hybridize, and unlabeled
chromosome-painting probes are not available com-
mercially. As an alternative approach, the use of
unique probes (plasmids, PAC), specific for centro-
meric or subtelomeric chromosomal regions, can re-
place the painting probes in M-FISH assays to ad-

dress specific issues such as aneuploidy or marker
chromosome detection. Probes specific for the
a-satellite region of human chromosomes have been
successfully used for many years to identify major
prenatal aneuploidies and numerical aberrations in
human tumors (Huegel et al, 1995; Pergament, 2000;
Ried et al, 1992; Zhao et al, 1998). In this article, we
describe a M-FISH procedure combining the centro-
meric probes of all human chromosomes in a single
assay. This approach allows the identification of
marker chromosomes and other aneuploidies on a
single cytogenetic slide in less than 2 hours. A similar
procedure was proposed in abstract format by others
(Heller et al, 2000; Nietzel et al, 1999) but was not
detailed. Probes can be prepared, labeled, and com-
bined in any cytogenetic laboratory, using standard
molecular cytogenetic techniques, and the analysis
can be performed on any computer platform using
imaging software, such as Adobe Photoshop.

Results and Discussion

We used a set of a-satellite probes combined in an
algorithm, detailed in Figures 1 and 2, to achieve
hybridization and separate detection of the centro-
meres of all human chromosomes (except 13 and 21)
on the same slide. This novel M-FISH diagnostic
procedure is called centromeric M-FISH (CM-FISH)
and is used for one-step diagnosis of chromosomal
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aneuploidies (Fig. 1). Two separate strategies were
developed. In the first strategy, the metaphase assay
or CM-FISH, human centromeric probes were labeled
using combinatorial labeling, mixed together, and hy-
bridized on the same cytogenetic preparation. This
approach was used for small marker chromosome
identification, and requires the presence of met-
aphases. In the second strategy, the interphase assay
or interphase CM-FISH (iCM-FISH), the centromeric
probes were divided into three groups, which were
hybridized on three separate areas of one cytogenetic
preparation. This approach allows identification of
aneuploidies in interphase nuclei, and does not require
cell culture before FISH.

CM-FISH provides several advantages over other
multicolor diagnostic procedures. The DNA probes do
not require competitor DNA during hybridization, FISH
signals from minute amounts of labeled DNA are
strong, and all probes are available as plasmids (Choo
et al, 1991; Durm et al, 1998), thus offering a virtually
unlimited source of fresh DNA. Hybridization times of
0.5 to 2 hours are sufficient, allowing same-day diag-
nosis of a clinical sample. The main disadvantage is
the lack of separation between the centromeres of
chromosomes 13 and 21 (Maratou et al, 1999) and the
inability to detect marker chromosomes lacking
a-satellite sequences (Magnani et al, 1998; Wandall et
al, 1998).

Metaphase Assay, CM-FISH

This approach is especially useful in cases in which a
small marker chromosome is diagnosed in a clinical
sample by routine cytogenetic techniques (GTG band-
ing). In most such cases, CM-FISH can identify the
origin of the marker on the same day.

Combining centromeric probes in a CM-FISH assay
created specific problems not encountered with
M-FISH. Because of common alphoid subfamilies
(Grady et al, 1992; Jorgensen, 1997; Lee et al, 1997;
Mitchell, 1996; Sullivan et al, 1996; Wevrick and Wil-
lard, 1989), many centromeric DNA probes hybridize
to several chromosomes simultaneously and yield
hybridization signals with different sizes and
strengths. To overcome this problem, the probes were
labeled based on a six-fluorophore algorithm, includ-
ing both combinatorial labeling (the same probe la-
beled with combinations of two or three fluorophores)
(Ried et al, 1992) and ratio labeling (different amounts
of dye to differentiate probes from one another) (Tanke
et al, 1999). A combination of these labeling strategies
allowed labeling of each DNA probe by no more than
two fluorophores at the same time, thus facilitating
separation of signals at the microscope (Fig. 1, Table).
The nucleotides used were fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC)-dUTP; Cy3-dUTP; Cy5-dUTP; digoxigenin
(DIG)-dUTP, detected with anti-DIG–diethyl amino-

Figure 1.
a, Combinatorial and ratio labeling example: simultaneous use of three probes, pZ16a (fluorescein isothiocyanate, FITC), pC1.8 (Cy3), and pG-A16 (Cy5) allowed
detection of four centromeres (chromosomes 1, 5, 16, and 19). Individual channel images (grayscale) for this hybridization are shown in Figure 2, a to c. b, Partial
G-banded metaphase of a case with a small, unidentified marker chromosome (47, XX, 1 mar). c, Centromeric multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridization (CM-FISH)
analysis of a metaphase from the same case. The gray-scale images of the six channels (aminomethyl coumarin, AMCA; diethyl aminomethyl coumarin, DEAC; FITC;
Cy3; Cy5; and Cy5.5) were combined and pseudocolored using PowerGene M-FISH software. Because various probes label chromosomes with different intensities,
the imaging software merging and pseudocoloring the channels may display signals from unrelated chromosomes with similar color. Therefore, unlike regular M-FISH,
the marker was not identified by its color. Rather, after its position in the metaphase was identified (d), the marker was examined in all six channels and identified
by its labeling pattern (Table 1). For one chromosome in every pair, Table 1 displays the hybridization signal in each of the six fluorescence channels separately. The
47th signal (15*, arrow) in the metaphase (c) perfectly matches the pattern of hybridization corresponding to the two chromosomes 15, indicating that the marker
is of chromosome 15 origin. d, When using the fluorophore AMCA, DAPI counterstaining is not possible. However, overexposure of the same metaphase in the DEAC
channel (2 to 4 seconds), clearly shows position of the small marker chromosome without requiring DAPI. e, Interphase CM-FISH analysis using mixture C1 on a
bone marrow sample with trisomy 8. f, Black and white image of the same nucleus, with numbers indicating the position of every centromere. Individual channel
images for this nucleus are depicted in Figure 2, d to i. Table 1, CM-FISH combination algorithm. The columns in the table depict the six fluorophores or haptenes
used to label the probes. Numbers in the gray columns indicate the chromosome numeral or name. For each numeral, the corresponding row shows the number
of microliters of the nick-translation–labeling reaction (10 ng/ml of DNA) used for one hybridization. These numbers show that some chromosomes required less
probe than others to be detected. The occasional small black dots indicate that, for the respective channel, the centromere probe of a different chromosome will
cross-hybridize there, and is part of the detection algorithm. For example, the black dot in the Cy3 channel for chromosome 1 indicates that this centromere will
acquire a Cy3 hybridization from a different centromeric probe, in this case pC1.8. The colored CM-FISH image of every chromosome pair from image c is shown
in the gray columns under the corresponding chromosome number. The row corresponding to every colored signal depicts the hybridization pattern in each of the
six fluorescence channels. The light yellow cells indicate the channel(s) in which the respective chromosome was expected to show a hybridization signal. The signals
can, but do not have to, be of similar strength for the analysis to work, because, for those chromosomes, ratio labeling is not important (for example, chromosome
12). An empty yellow cell indicates that the respective signal was sometimes absent, but did not affect chromosome identification. The light red cells indicate that
ratio labeling was important for those chromosomes, and that the signal corresponding to the respective channel was the strongest. For example, chromosomes 4
and 9 both showed Cy5 and digoxigenin (DIG) hybridization signals, but Cy5 was stronger on chromosome 4, whereas DIG/DEAC was stronger on chromosome 9.
Because the metaphase shown in (c) did not have a Y chromosome, the Y hybridization pattern was added to the table from a male metaphase. Finally, because of
the related alphoid families, many chromosomes had background hybridization in nonspecific channels. These signals were always weaker than the specific signals,
were inconsistent (sometimes not present, depending on the slide quality and hybridization conditions) and did not interfere with chromosome identification.
Additional observations: Chromosome 1 acquired a Cy3 signal (black dot) from pC1.8. Chromosome 5 acquired a FITC signal from pZ16A and a biotin (BIO)/AMCA
signal from pG-A16. Chromosome 16 acquired a FITC signal from pZ16A. Chromosome 19 acquired a Cy3 signal from pC1.8 and occasionally a FITC signal from
pZ16A. Chromosomes 4 and 9, and 2, 18, and 20 were detected using ratio labeling. This was necessary as the centromeric probes of chromosomes 4 and 9, and
of 2, 18, and 20, respectively, cross-hybridize to one another to some extent. The cross-hybridization of L1.84 to chromosomes 2 and 20 is not very apparent (no
dinitrophenyl [DNP] or Cy5.5 signals). However, probes from chromosomes 2 and 20 (pBS4D and pZ20) hybridized to the chromosome 18 centromere, thus the
expected Cy5 and BIO/DEAC signals (black dots). Because of this, centromere 18 will have a different signature than 2 or 20 simply by adding the DNP-labeled L1.84.
Thus, whereas centromeres 2 and 20 were identified by true ratio labeling, centromere 18 had a characteristic signature. Chromosomes 13 and 21 were detected with
the Cy5-labeled probe L1.26 and both occasionally presented a faint Cy3 signal, probably from the cross-hybridization of probe p3-9. Chromosomes 14 and 22 were
both detected by the BIO-labeled a-XT(680). Their separate identification was achieved using the DIG/DEAC labeled p22/1:2.1;2.8;0.73, which did not visibly
cross-hybridize with chromosome 14.
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methyl coumarin (DEAC); dinitrophenyl (DNP)-dUTP,
detected with antiDNP-Cy5.5; and biotin (BIO)-dUTP,
detected with avidin Cy7 or aminomethyl coumarin
(AMCA). Cy3.5 and Texas Red (fluorophores with
similar absorption/emission characteristics) could not
be used in the assay, because a strong Cy3 signal was
detectable through the Cy3.5 filter. Simultaneous use
of all centromeric probes required a low post-
hybridization washing stringency (0.23 SSC, 15 min-
utes at 42° C). Although complex, this multiplex ap-
proach allowed simultaneous detection of all
centromeres. To decrease cross-hybridization, the
procedure could benefit from replacing some of the
plasmid probes with labeled oligonucleotide probes
(Warburton et al, 1991) with higher specificities for the
respective chromosomes.

Based on their hybridization characteristics, the
DNA probes were divided into two arbitrary groups.
Group A included probes hybridizing to chromosomes
with shared alphoid subfamilies (chromosomes 1, 5,
16, and 19; 2, 18, and 20; 4 and 9; 13 and 21; and 14
and 22). Group B included probes hybridizing primarily
to only one chromosome. Group A probes required
combinatorial and ratio labeling, whereas group B
probes required combinatorial labeling only (Fig. 1,
Table and Fig. 2). To illustrate this, the DNA probes for
chromosomes 4 and 9, which partially cross-hybridize

to one another, were both labeled with Cy5 and DIG
(combinatorial labeling). The Cy5 signal was stronger
on chromosome 4, and the DIG/DEAC signal was
stronger on chromosome 9, this difference allowing
chromosome identification (ratio labeling). A particular
case is that of chromosomes 13 and 21, which cannot
be separately identified by FISH with a-satellite
probes. If a marker for 13 or 21 is found, it can be
subsequently identified using painting probes or peri-
centromeric unique probes, such as PAC (B39I12 and
126N20), on chromosome 21 and YAC (748f2 and
967b1) on 13. In over 15 cases tested by CM-FISH
(both normal controls and clinical samples), the hy-
bridization patterns on every chromosome pair were
constant. The only chromosomes showing FISH sig-
nals of variable intensities even by visual inspection,
were chromosomes 13 and 21.

CM-FISH does not require karyotyping software, as
it is performed on cases already known cytogeneti-
cally by G-banding. In CM-FISH, once the marker is
located in the metaphase, either by 4',6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (4') (DAPI) counterstaining or by overex-
posing the image in the DEAC or FITC channel (where
tissue auto-fluorescence is highest), only the fluores-
cence signals on the marker are visualized or captured
in all six channels. The marker is identified by inter-
preting the hybridization pattern. Image analysis and

Figure 2.
Table 2: Interphase CM-FISH algorithm. Mixtures C1, C2, and C3 can identify aneuploidies in interphase nuclei (the probe for chromosome 13 in mix C2 identified
both chromosomes 13 and 21). x indicates the fluorophore(s) used to identify the various chromosomes. Detection of centromeres with shared alphoid families (group
A centromeres) is achieved by combinatorial plus ratio labeling. F 5 FITC; 3 5 Cy3; B 5 BIO (AMCA or Cy7); 5 5 Cy5; D 5 DIG/Cy5.5; and E 5 DEAC. a to c, Probe
pZ16a (labeled with FITC) hybridized to the centromeres of 1, 5, 16, and very weakly to 19 (a); probe pC1.8 (labeled with Cy3) hybridized to 1, 5, weakly to 19, and
very weakly to 16 (b); pG-A16 (labeled with biotin, detected with avidin Cy5) hybridized to 5 and 19 (c). Simultaneous use of these three probes allowed identification
of all four centromeres (see Fig. 1a), based on color combinations plus color ratios. Thus, the chromosome 1 centromere will be labeled with FITC and Cy3; the
chromosome 5 centromere with FITC, CY3, and Cy5; the chromosome 16 centromere with FITC and weakly with Cy3; and the chromosome 19 centromere with Cy5,
Cy3, and weakly with FITC. d to i, As part of the C1 mixture, the same three probes plus probes for other four centromeres were used in an interphase CM-FISH
analysis (Fig. 1, e to f) to detect a trisomy 8 in a tumor sample.
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pseudocoloring can be easily performed with generic
image processing software, such as Adobe
Photoshop.

Interphase Assay, iCM-FISH

The iCM-FISH approach allows detection of all cen-
tromeres in interphase nuclei on the same slide, an
important advantage for early diagnosis of aneu-
ploidies in leukemia, solid tumors, and in prenatal
screening. Three separate probe combinations (mix-
tures C1, C2, and C3) (Fig. 2, Table) were necessary to
reliably detect all centromeres, and six fluorophores
were required to label all DNA probes. The three probe
mixtures were simultaneously hybridized on different
areas of the same slide. Efforts were made to keep all
probes used for a particular type of analysis (such as
prenatal diagnosis) in the same mixture. However, this
was not always possible, because attention was also
paid to preventing each probe mixture from becoming
too complex. In every nucleus, any one of the six
fluorophores used showed four to six hybridization
signals. Of the three mixtures created (Fig. 2), C1 was
aimed more at diagnosing aneuploidies in leukemia,
whereas C2 was aimed more at prenatal diagnosis.
Mix C1 was the most complex, as it included probes
yielding six fluorescent signals in three channels (Fig.
2). Interphase CM-FISH requires a good slide prepa-
ration technique (Henegariu et al, 2001), to make the
nuclei as “flat” (bi-dimensional) as possible. To test
the procedure, we used bone marrow and peripheral
blood samples, in which virtually all nuclei showed the
specific aneuploidy. In this study, approximately 3%
(bone marrow) and 8% (peripheral blood) of all nuclei
showed analyzable signals in all six fluorescent chan-
nels. The low numbers are explained by the complex-
ity of the probe mixture: in each channel, four or six
centromeres must have been simultaneously visible
and the signals must have been in the same plane of
the image. Additionally, some centromeres work bet-
ter than others, and not all labeling reactions are
identical. Small variations in labeling and sample prep-
aration have a much higher impact in signal quality
when using these probes than when using
chromosome-painting libraries. The numbers found
are in accordance with theoretical calculations: when
counting centromere signals in each channel (one
fluorophore), we found that approximately 60% of the
nuclei had all expected 4 to 6 centromeric signals
visible in the same plane. If the hybridization efficiency
is identical for each of the six fluorophores used in an
assay, 60% useful nuclei/channel should result in
4.7% of nuclei having separable signals in all chan-
nels, a number close to the experimental values. In
general, the number of informative nuclei is higher for
peripheral blood cultures because of the better nu-
clear morphology after spreading. Once an aneuploidy
is identified by iCM-FISH screening, to count the
number of interphase signals of that probe in a few
hundred nuclei, the more convenient approach is to
hybridize a separate slide with the respective centro-
meric probe labeled with a visible fluorophore (such as

FITC, Cy3, or rhodamine). This is useful especially
when the respective aneuploidy is identified by an
iCM-FISH probe, which happened to be labeled by an
infrared dye (Cy5, Cy5.5, or Cy7). All infrared dyes
require a CCD camera for visualization. Separate
hybridization with a centromeric probe is easy, short
(30 minutes), and the signals are easy to score in
numerous nuclei. It is conceivable that some research-
ers would wish to hybridize all centromere probes on
one slide and have the flexibility of scoring hybridiza-
tion signals in hundreds of nuclei on the same slide.
This would require the use of only visible fluorophores
for labeling. Consequently, the number of probes in a
set would need to be reduced. A simple solution is to
divide each of the three centromere sets described
(C1, C2, and C3) into two subsets and hybridize each
subset on a different area of the same cytogenetic
slide. In our laboratory, up to eight different hybridiza-
tions could be simultaneously performed on the same
slide, by cutting 22322 mm coverslips into quarters,
using a regular diamond pen. Eight such coverslip
pieces can easily fit on one slide. For laboratories
equipped with more sophisticated equipment and
commercial software packages (such as the Power-
Gene M-FISH package), scoring infrared signals in
many nuclei is possible by using the live camera view
provided by the software. This enables visualization
and counting of the infrared dye signals on the com-
puter screen.

The main advantage of iCM-FISH is the use of
interphase nuclei, with no need for time-consuming
cell culture. All a-satellite sequences can be identified
within 1 to 2 hours from the start of the analysis. As
with regular CM-FISH, the main disadvantage of the
procedure is the lack of separation between chromo-
somes 13 and 21, a problem which can be addressed
by using pericentromeric bacterial artificial chromo-
some, PAC, or yeast artificial chromosome clones on
either one of these two chromosomes.

Materials and Methods

DNA Probes

The following centromeric probes (a) were used: a1 5
pZ16A* (from H.F. Willard, Department of Genetics
and Center for Human Genetics at Case Western
Reserve University and the Research Institute of Uni-
versity Hospitals of Cleveland, Ohio, similar to pE25b
from the American Type Culture Collection, ATCC,
Rockville, Maryland); a2 5 pBS4D* (from A. Baldini,
Department of Pediatrics, Baylor College of Medicine,
Houston, Texas); a3 5 p3-9 (from H.F. Willard); a4 5
pG-XbaII/340* (from T. Hulsebos, Department of Hu-
man Genetics, Academic Medical Center, University
of Amsterdam, The Netherlands); a5 5 pC1.8 (from T.
Hulsebos); a6 5 aRI12 (from ATCC); a7 5 pZ7B (from
H.F. Willard); a8 5 pJM128 (from ATCC); a9 5
pMR9A* (from A. Baldini); a10 5 pa10RP8 (from H.F.
Willard); a11 5 pLC11A (from H.F. Willard); a12 5
pa12H8 (from ATCC); a13/21 5 L1.26* (from P. Dev-
ilee, Department of Human and Clinical Genetics,
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Leiden University Medical Center, The Netherlands);
a14/22 5 aXT(680)* (from A.L. Jorgensen, Department
of Molecular and Structural Biology, University of
Aarhus, Denmark); a15 5 pTRA-25 (from A. Choo, The
Murdoch Children’s Research Institute, Royal Chil-
dren’s Hospital, Melbourne, Australia); a16 5 see a1
(pSE16 can be added to the CM-FISH); a17 5 p17H8
(from H.F. Willard) or pYAM 7-29 (from Y.B. Yurov,
National Research Centre of Mental Health, Russian
Academy of Medical Sciences, Moscow, Russia); a18
5 L1.84* (from P. Devilee); a19 5 pG-A16* (from T.
Hulsebos); a20 5 pZ20* (from A. Baldini); a21 5 see
13; a22 5 p22/1:2.1;2.8;0.73 (from H.E. McDermid,
Department of Biological Sciences, University of Al-
berta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada); aX 5 pXBR-1
(from C. Disteche, Department of Pathology, Univer-
sity of Washington, Seattle, Washington); and aY 5
pDP97 (from D. Page, ATCC). (* indicates probes
constantly hybridizing to more than one chromosome
pair.)

Probe Labeling and Hybridization

All probes (plasmids) were prepared by alkaline lysis
and were labeled by regular nick translation, at a
concentration of 10 to 15 ng/ul of DNA. When the
combination algorithm required the same probe to be
labeled with two dyes, separate nick-translation reac-
tions were performed, and the labeled DNA combined
in the proportions depicted in Figure 1, Table. Sepa-
rate labeling reactions of 3 to 4 mg of every plasmid
DNA were performed and stored. Two to three micro-
liters of each labeling reaction were used in separate
hybridization experiments to assess hybridization
quality, chromosomes yielding signals, and relative
signal strength (visual approximation). In the next step,
the labeled probes were pooled as depicted in Figure
1, Table, using 1 ml of each labeling reaction for the
strong probes (for example, chromosomes 1; 5; 16;
19; 3; 14; 15; 17; and 18) and 2 ml of each labeling
reaction for the weaker probes. After hybridization, the
strength of the various hybridization signals on the
chromosomes was visually assessed, and the amount
of each labeled probe was adjusted for identification.
Ten consecutive experiments were required before the
working combination was found. Larger amounts of
labeled probe were then combined into a working
pool, to be used for 50 to 100 slides. This labeled DNA
pool was precipitated, resuspended in hybridization
buffer, and stored at 220° C. One aliquot (10 ml) was
used to hybridize one slide.

All labeled nucleotides used in nick translation were
custom synthesized in our laboratory, as previously
described (Henegariu et al, 2000). The fluorophore- or
hapten-dUTP used were: FITC-dUTP, Cy3-dUTP,
Cy5-dUTP, DEAC-dUTP, DIG-dUTP, DNP-dUTP, and
BIO-dUTP. Labeled antibodies were either purchased
or prepared in our laboratory by standard protein-dye
conjugation protocols (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Or-
egon; Amersham Pharmacia, Arlington Heights, Illi-
nois). DIG was detected with sheep anti-DIG (Accurate
Chemical & Scientific, Westbury, New York) conju-

gated with DEAC or Cy5.5; DNP was detected with rat
anti-DNP (Accurate Chemical & Scientific) conjugated
with Cy5.5; BIO was detected with avidin-AMCA (Ac-
curate Chemical & Scientific) or avidin (Vector Labo-
ratories, Burlingame, California) conjugated with Cy7.
After nick-translation labeling, DNA from every probe
was pipetted into the same vial (common pool), ac-
cording to the volumes depicted in Figure 1, Table.
The DNA was ethanol precipitated, resuspended in
hybridization buffer (containing 50% formamide) de-
natured, and hybridized. Similar results were obtained
using hybridization times from 1 hour to 3 days. After
hybridization, slides were rinsed in 50% formamide in
2x SSC for 10 minutes and 0.2x SSC for 15 minutes at
42° C, followed by antibody incubation. One microliter
of each antibody stock solution (1 mg/ml) was pipet-
ted in the same vial containing 100 ml of 4x SSC,
vortexed, placed on the slide, and covered with a
coverslip. After 5 to 10 minutes of incubation at 37° C,
each slide was rinsed for 10 minutes in wash solution
(4x SSC, 0.1% Tween), stained with DAPI (if neces-
sary), dried, mounted with an antifade mounting me-
dia, and analyzed. No particular modifications in the
common FISH protocol were necessary, as centro-
meric probes yielded very strong signals.

Image Capturing and Analysis

Images were captured using a Sensys cooled CCD
camera (Photometrics, Tucson, Arizona) and were
pseudocolored using either the PowerGene M-FISH
package (PSI, Inc.) or generic software (Adobe Pho-
toshop). In CM-FISH, the role of DAPI counterstaining
is to provide the location of the marker chromosome in
the metaphase. If DAPI staining is not performed
(DAPI and AMCA have similar absorption spectra), it
can be simply by exposing the metaphase longer
(usually 1.5 to 3 seconds) in the DEAC or DAPI/AMCA
channel (pseudo-DAPI image). Tissue auto-
fluorescence is more than sufficient to show the
chromosomes and help identify the marker (Fig. 1d).
This allows the use of avidin AMCA, without the
requirement for subsequent coverslip removal, slide
rinsing, and DAPI staining. Because CM-FISH is
aimed at identifying a marker chromosome (usually
with a morphology quite different from the normal
chromosomes) in the metaphase, a specialized soft-
ware package is not necessary for the analysis itself.
Images in each channel can be captured using any
available system (digital camera, video CCD camera,
or cooled CCD camera) and transferred to the hard
drive as grayscale images. The six channels plus the
DAPI or pseudo-DAPI image (if available) can be
merged as a multichannel image with seven channels,
using generic imaging software (Adobe Photoshop).
Pseudocoloring of all images is also not necessary. As
the position of the marker in the metaphase is known
from the pseudo-DAPI image, marker analysis is easily
performed by simple visualization of its hybridization
signals in all six channels. The signal pattern found is
compared with a known chart or table (such as Fig. 1,
Table) to identify the origin of the marker. In iCM-FISH,
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aneuploidies are identified by counting the number of
FISH signals in every fluorescence channel. Overlap-
ping the gray-scale images is useful for precise iden-
tification of the origin of every signal. Any FISH soft-
ware package or generic image analysis software
would be equally useful for this purpose.
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